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VOL. 5 NO. 5 FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1973 
"Frank" Retiring From D.B.I. The "Clinical Teaching Facility'' -
A Truly Modern Hospital 
by Bob Sklaroff Programming Concepts This is to be achieved by using 
"Hospitals aren 't built ·-like Services will be organized into · distinct f v e architect u r a 1 
layer-cakes . any longer. The four groups, those which usually techniques. 
standard design, embodied in the refer -to and consult with one .Interstitial Space 
Foerderer Pavilion, of patient another. The CTF will house The fourth, sixth and eighth 
floors rising above those used for patients, lab fa cilities and floor_:; of the CTF (cross-hatched 
services (radiology, laboratory physican office-space respecting in drawing ) illustrate the concept 
surgery) is obsolete. The func: this division. Thusly : of ".interstitial space" in building 
tional organization of the Clinical Gr 0 u P A ~ - n e u r 0 s 11 r g er Y, design. It was used first in the 
Teaching Facility ( CTF ) will n e u r 010 g Y' 0 rt h 0 Pae di cs construction of the Salk Institute 
employ the latest design in- rheumatolog~, dermatology: Laboratories by Philadelphian 
novations. You might well con- traufi1:a.' p~ysical medicine and Louis Kahn. 
sider it the most modern hospital rehabihtatwn, o~hthamology It permits flexibility in the 
in the world." Group B--cardiopulmonary & layout of floorspace as well as 
Mr. George M. Norwood Jr. - ~~scularc GI cost savings. Because the struct-
By Philip Nimoityn and sees Jefferson's new hospital oup -- ' GU , oncology, ural-m echanical grid of the 
J.D. Kanofsky building in these terms. As Vice- ENT, Oral building is separated from the 
Mr. Frank Lachman is Frank conducts many tours of President for Planning, he ~ is Group D -- GI, GO, o_ncology, primary-use spaces, bidding and 
:etiring March 30 after working the department for visitors on employing proximity of ·services he~at?logy, endocrmology, · construction can begin before the 
m Jefferson's Daniel Baugh Parents Day and throughout the interstitial space and the abov~ radia_ti?n therapy, ~uclear primary-use spaces are 
Institute of Anatomy for 15 years. year. Many persons have written prin.ciples in this virtual ~e di c rn e' comm um cable programmed. Thus, construction 
He began his association with letters in response to the warm reconstruction of the clinical diseases. . . is less affected by delays and 
Jefferson at lhe old D.B.I. welcome they received from him. physical plant, to be completed in Gr?up C _is primarily rising prices. 
building, located at 11th and The Department of Anatomy the Spring of 1977 ,.:. surgicall~-oriented and, . . ~n addition to this saving in 
Clinton streets,. where he was the held a party for Frank on March · . Some aspects of life in the there!or_e, will b.e located in. close m1tial construction costs, there 
building superintendent. 7. Dr. A~drew J. Ramsay, for- Clinical Teaching Facility ( CTF) proximity to the operat ing are substantial savings in the 
Over the years he has given merly Director of the Daniel may be projected: ro_oms . Group D, medically- operation of the completed unc~Iled for, but much ap- · Baugh Institute of Anatomy and Horizontality oriented, wil! ?e down the hall building. Simplified maintenance 
prec1ate? ~uppor~ to cl_ass after Chairman of the Department of You won't have to spend half from the chmcal_ laboratories. and ease of repairs to mechanical cla ss~ incommg *es~nen . Anatom~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~-~~~~~~~~T~h~ft.o~t~h~e~r-tw~o~si~v~i~c~g~ro~u~p;s~~il~l ~~~s;t~e;m;s~a~r;e~a~ch~i~e~v~ed~~b=~~a~u~s=e~~~~~~~ 
Student regard . for him .was reminsced about the great help P a ce, wa1 mg o e eva ors f ·i· · 
Cll.mb1'ng steps. Lab fa c1·11·t.1'es w1·11' acl ities. d · ' t lk demonstrated when over 200 that Frank was to the department Th t t . expose rn 1 s own wa -in space. 
be adJ·acent to ho~pi'tal 1 rooms, e s rue ure 15 to be in- F1·na11y pr·oponents f th 
students offered blood when he and to him personallv. "' tea t d ' th th F d ' 
0 
e · both one flight away from the bra e wi e oer erer system say the interstitial spac
was in need of it. He will be missed. h . Pavilion which will prov1'de one of 
P Ysicians' offices a d ·t· will lower the user's resistence to 
Rx For Schizophrenia: 8 g. 
~ N .iacin;4 g. Ascorbic Acid· 
. . I . 
600 mg. · Pyridoxine 
by Morton A. Klejn . 
· Does Dr. Linus Pauling, the 
Nobel Laureate and Stanford 
University Professor who has 
published over 400 scientific 
papers and several books, need 
inore honors and accolades 
bestowed upon him? With as 
many awards as Dr. Pauling has 
~o his credit, any more praise is 
about as necessary as an acting 
lesson for Sir Laurence Olivier. 
Yet, Horizon House, a Jefferson-
affiliated mental health 
rehabil!tation Jnsfitute, has 
decided to, once again, laud this 
eminent scientist for his con-
tributions to the fields of science 
health, and peace. Pennsyl~ 
vania's Governor Milton J. Shapp 
presented the " Horizon House 
Medal" during ceremonies at the 
University Museum, 33rd & 
Spruce St. on March 7, 1973. 
After accepting the award, 
Dr. Pauling received a standing 
ovation . from the overflowing 
crowd. He then wasted no timf in 
making his views clear on how to 
improve our general health and 
more specifically o.ur mental 
health. He first ·posed the 
question, " Why do s.ome people 
escape the illnesses' brought on 
by an epidemic, while others do 
not?" Pauling suggested that this 
is explained by more than merely 
genetic differences, but by our 
"molecular composition" which 
is influenced by our choice of 
foods , volume of ingestion of 
preservatives and additives, and 
by the air we breathe. Small 
changes in our molecular com-
position can lead to large behav-
ioral changes, as evidenced by 
LSD. 
Therefore we can readily un-
derstand how vitally important 
such relatively small components 
of our foods, namely vitamins 
and minerals, can- be to our 
general and emotional well 
being, he added. Specifically he 
advocated massive dosages of 
niacin (Vitamin B-3), ascorbic 
acid (Vitamin C) , and pyridoxine 
(Vitamin B-6) for victims of 
schizophrenia. 
MANY STUDIES DONE 
More than 20 years ago, he 
said; Drs. Hoffer and Osmond 
both highly reputable psy~ · 
chiatrists, found that many 
schizophrenics showed remark-
able improvement on a regimen 
of large quantities of vitamin B-3, 
and they later added vitamins C 
and B-6 to that schedule. The 
, specific amounts to be used 
during this therapy'; says Dr. 
Pauling, is 4 gms. of Vitamin C, 8 
gms. of Vitamin B-3, and 400-800 
Mgs.of Vitamin B-6. Dr. Pauling 
also said that 75%-80% of schizo-
phrenics are hypoglycemic and 
should be immediately taken off 
white-sugar products such as 
candy, cake, cokes, etc, If diet is 
important for the health of the 
general po.pulation, then surely it 
must be even more important for 
the health of the mentally ill. 
· More recently, researchers 
such as Vanderkamp in Grand 
Rapids, Michigan and Heryonic 
& Heryonic found that most 
schizophrenics needed from 20-
110 gms. of vitamin C per day 
before any was excreted in the 
urine. In comparison, · normal 
(Con t inued on page 7 
n wai mg- the three "towers" i·n th1·s rooms. change; the very existence of 
V f 1 t f . complex. Study of a cross- high flexibilitv will provoke 
er ica movemen ° patients s~ctional diagram of the CTF will " 
and doctors will be replaced by a . administrators to use the 
horizontal clinical structure. For help you conceptualize the capability. , 
example, the cardiac organization of services. Hospitals being built wit.h 
catheterization lab, cardiac care The University describes the interstitial spaces includes: the 
unit, cardiac surgery operating CTF as ''an exemplary setting Veterans Adm in is tr at ion 
rooms, pulmonary function lab, for the interaction of superb Hospital in San Diego, the 
inhalation therapy unit, as well patient care, the education of Madera (Calif.) Community 
as all cardiopulmonary and · many kinds of professionals who Hospital, and the Greenwich 
vascular disease patients will must work together throughout Hospital in London. 
ALL be on trf' same floor. their careers, and the clinical application of research results." (Continued on page 6) 
Family Medicine Department Begins 
_under Brucker's Chairmanship 
hy David A. Jacoby · ·· comprehensive care. Such a 
On March 1, 1973, Dr. Paul C. mechanism should consider a 
Brucker became Professor and team approach. Th~ Family 
Chairman of the newly created Physician, as coordinator, should 
department of Family Medicine. be aware of health-care 
A summa cum laude graduate of resources in a particular com-
Muhlenberg College, he took his munity. 
' medical training at the Primary Care Shortage 
University of Pennsylvania, his "The government, which is 
i!'lternship at Lankenau Hospital, theore~tically ma.de up of 
a first year residency in Family potential patients, is well aware 
Practice at Hunterton Medical of the fact that the percentage oi 
Center, and a second year primary physicians is rapidly 
residency in Internal Medicine at decreasing. · Not only is the 
Lankenau Hospital. number of general internists, 
Since then he has spent general pediatricians, and family 
thirteen years in family practice doctors decreasing, but also their 
acting as a preceptor for medical Its emphasis will be on primary distrubition is less uniform and 
students from Jefferson, Penn, outpatient care. · more concentrated in attractive 
and Temple for ten of them and The senior year will be suburban areas. This results in 
serving as an instructor in the devoted to tracts in which further an acute shortage of primary 
Division of Family Medicine here exposure to basic science and physicians in urban and rural 
at Jefferson for the past. three . didactic teaching will com- areas. 
years. , plement the clinical exposure. "Legislative bodies, medical 
New Curriculum · Family educators, medical societies, 
He has high hopes for the new Practitioner's Role private enterprise and practicing 
department and anticipates that Dt. Brucker sees the Familv physicians are concerned and 
six week clerkships in family Practitioner's job as "meeting wrestling with this problem. 
practice will be a definite part of and taking care of people when Hopefully, a solution is available 
the class of 1976 ' s junior they are sick; asheistheonewho which wjll be the result of a 
curriculum, their clerkships has first contact with them he combined effort on the part of all 
taking place in the Model Family must be equipped to give them concerned. I believe that the 
Practice Unit to be set up in continuing help or refer them to emphasis on basic research in the 
Jefferson 's newly acquired the proper source · for aid. He past decade or two has con-
Edison Building , in upstate should be a personal physician tributed to the decline in the 
Pennsylvania rural affiliates, who affords a mechanism for number of primary physicians. 
and at other affiliates in the city. readily available ,' continuous, (Continued on page 71 
----·----· -
PAGE 2 ARIEL 
'Editorial Board 
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FRIDAY, MARCH30 1973 
In Gratitude 
ARIEL would like to take this . 
editorial space to extend a very 
Editors: Mark Dembert appreciative "Thank You!" to Staff: the Student Council. At a recent 
Entertainment: 
J. D. Kanofsky meeting, Student Council voted 
Robert Breckenridge Ken Jaffe, Bob Sklaroff, Janet Welsh, Dave Jacoby, Phil . appropriations to enable ARIEL 
Joe Conti - Nim.oin,n, Frank Che·rvanek. to substantially pay off debts 
Gary Kaskey 'incurred previous to this year, 
Photographer: ,,.. 
Overseas Editor: 
Scot Kastner Printed Monthly by: , Bartash Printing Co.; 6920 when it was self-sufficient 
· Mike Sinason Woodland Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 19142. financially, but unfortunately "in 
Jay Amsterdam the red." Now, with Student 
Jim McCann Council's monetary vote of 
Circulation: 
Humorist: 
L--------------~~-..;..~:....-------------,_-------------------... ~confidence, ARIEL can continue 
· to serve the TJU community, as a 
Podiatry·: Perspectives 
Re-e1nphasized 
When you consider that millions of people in America visit a 
podiatrist each year, someone knows about podiatry. Unfortunately, 
among those who have little idea of the training and competence of a 
podiatrist is the physician. 
Ask a medical resident, an orthopedic resident, or an orthopedic 
surgeon, "What do you think of podiatrists doing surgery on the foot?" . 
and you may get any number of answers. One probable answer might 
be, " He's not allowed to do it." Another could be, "Why should anyone 
do surgery with only a couple years of education?" 
Who is the podiatrist? What are his educational requirements and 
qualifications? , 
The podiatrist is not an M.D., though in many ways his manner of 
diagnosis and treatment is not unlike the M.D. In an article for the 
New England Journal of Medicine (Mar. 18, 1971 page 588), Richard N. 
PoweU, M.D. wrote, "Although podiatrists do not hold M.D. degrees 
they share many of the characteristics of physicians, most important 
of which is the legal and effective right to make and act upon their 
independent medic<,ll judgement. Within the limitations of his 
specialty the po,diatrist, in effect, practices medicine." 
A student of podiatry must spend 4 years (after pre-requisite 
education) in one of five Podiatry Colleges in the United States. The 
first two years' curriculum is very similar to medical school. In t.pe 
last 2 years, there are courses in PVD, surgery, -generai medicine, 
orthopedics-biomechanics, psychiatry, and community health 
programs. During the final year, students make ward rounds and visit 
clinics for dermatology, PVD, and orthopedics. To evaluate the scope 
of training of a podiatry student as compared with that of a medical 
student one has only to compare Part I of their respective National 
Boards. ' · 
Besides the scope of training, what is the scope of treatment? 
Podiatrists treat many conditions in the feet which include (besides 
corn-callous-toenail treatment): ulcers, fungal infections, cellulitis, 
sickle-cell disease, gout, rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, bio-
mechanical foot problems, le'g and hip deformities, congenital foot 
problems, neoplasms, psychiatric syndromes, venous incompetence, 
and edemas, including .that of right-sided heart failure. 
Podiatrists are trained . to and do recognize the systemic im-
plications of what they see in the foot as well as treat any a~d all 
lesions and diseases of the foot. On recognizing systemic implication, 
they are further trained to refer these patients to an appropriate 
physician for corroboratiop and care. 
To physicians, the treatment of feet is unexciting, but to the 




By Elaine.T. Carville 
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A Professor 'Of Rare Culture and Sensitivity 
"Letters To The Editor" - catalyst for stimulating thought and response to the world both 
close to and 1far away from 
Jefferson. 
Discrepancies in Nurses' Training · 
Upon entering nursing school 
you rece1 v~ a ::.tack of rules: 
Residence Rules and 
Regulations, Code for 
Professiona1 Nurses, and Class 
Room Policies. \ 
If I had not specified that this 
article was about student nurses, 
these rules could be mistaken for 
nunery and reform school 
regulations: 
. .................... . 
Curfews will be 12 midnight for all classes. Unlimited 2 o' clocks 
may be taken by all classes, except Sunday and Monday nights, 
beginning in March of Freshman year, provided there are no classes 
or clinical practice scheduled before 11 A.M. 
Late cards must be filled out completely. _This includes name, 
address, telephone number of destina~ion, and date. 
In order to spend an overnight at a girlfriend's home, parents must 
mail written permission to the Director of the School. 
Study Hall will be observed until January 1st, from 8-10 P.M. 
Monday through Thursday night for all Freshmen 
a) Students must remain on their own floors during this time, and 
quiet must be maintained 
-.__ b) Students may sign out from 10to12 AM. midnight. 
Campused as punishment, the student is restricted to the resident 
with the following exceptions: hospital, library, class, and church. 
No phone calls after 8 P.M. 
No caller~ except par'ents. 
No permission for overnights or late passes. 
Curfew is 8 P .M. 
Rooms are periodically checked by housemothers. Fines will be set 
by Judiciary Council for dirty rooms on room check. ' . 
Attire: Leotards or pantyhose should be worn with short skirts or 
dresses when attending 'class. 'Slacks may be worn at student 's 
discretiOn except in the hospital or clinical area. Absolutely no jeans. 
Shoes must be worn in the first floor lounge and when entering or 
leaving the residence. Properly fitting Bermuda shorts may be worn 
during the summer months, no short shorts or coulottes may be worn. 
The student uniform may be worn only to the following places-the~ 
hospital, residence, clinic, library, and Jefferson Hall for classes. 
Consumption, possession or being under the influence of alcoholic 
beverages in the residence, school, hospital property or at social 
functions attended as a ~tudent is prohibited. _ ' 
' ................. . 
Isn't it ironic that a profession 
as highly regarded as nursing . 
should be so restricting upon the 
personality . of the individual. In 
my mind, if our personality must 
be so strictly molded to fit the 
. role of the nurse-maybe we 
wouldn't make good nurses. 
Surely the girl who is really 
dedicated will have her own 
morales, some -maturity, and 
some . discipline. And if she 
doesn't, why force it. 
The true question is 
"responsibility;" the serious 
responsibility toward the patient 
in compariison to the non-
permitted self-responsibi.Uty. On 
one hand you may have just 
completed (successfully) cardio-
pulmonary resuscitation only to 
return to the residence, after 
signing in, find a note in your 
mail box swnmoning you to 
Judiciary Board. Why? To decide 
your- punishment for being five 
minutes late after your twelve . 
midnight curfew. 
As we progress through 
nursing school our intellect is 
molded through a strict, . con-
centrated medical course. The 
first year is concentrated with: 
Anatomy, ·Physiology, 
Microbiology, ' Pharmacology, 
Psychology, Sociology, Nursing 
Fundaments, Cardio-Pulmonary 
Nursing, Gastro-Intestinal . 
Nursing, Normal. Nutrition, 
Therapeutic Nufrition, 
Chemistry, plus working in the 
hospital. 
This first year is the worst 
year. The major concern is to 
make it through. 
Test questions are a game of 
semantics and ·obscure detail. 
Instructors ride you co11stantly. 
The _main emphasis is on the 
procedure and theory, not on the 
complete patient care. The im-
portant thing is that each piece of 
equipment is properly placed for 
the prcrcedure. We are not taught 
patient communication until th7 
end of freshman year. So there is 
no preparation of the patient just 
the equipment. 
We had mandatory study 
hours, the head housemother 
made her rounds to see that we 
were really studying. Heaven 
forbid if you had finished 
studying for you still had to stay 
in the dorm. I ask you, why can't 
we be trusted to d-.?velop our 
ownself discipline to study when 
we please? 
I wonder if it wouldn't be 
easier to weed out the future 
nurses by allowing them the 
responsibility to study and make 
their own personal decisions. If 
they don't study enough-they 
obviously fail. It should be our 
own decisiO!l if we truly want to 
succeed. It is very confusing to be 
allowed to make such life . 
threatening decisions during the 
day in the hospital and then 
return to the dorm where we have 
housemothers to reinforce and 
interpret all these rules. 
I believe that if we were 
allowed these personal privileges 
of self-discipline we would be 
able to become more mature, 
organized, and . professional 
nurses. 
We are taught to -be 
professional, in quotes. Every 
misbehavior that doesn't have a 
specific written rule falls under 
this category of being , "un-
professional." This can be in-
terpreted to mean anything, to 
every instructor. This can apply 
to having your hair touch your 
collar, laughing in the nurses 
station, or leaning on a patient's 
bed as you talk to them. 
It gets to the point that you are 
so busy being professional that 
you can't relate or offer anything 
i 
to your patient. 
Professionalism is nice and 
safe to hide behind so that you 
don't have to relate sincerely. 
You can easily mouth -the com-
mon nursing platitudes. 
There is nothing so sickening 
as having a nurse say 
'Everything will bee all right.' 
By the second and third year 




Urology, Neurology, and ENT. 
Third year: Pediatrics, 
Maternity, Intensive Care 
Nursery and Intenisve Care Unit, 
Cardiac Care Unit, Emergency 
Room, Clinic, Operating Room, 
and finally Team Leading. 
These are really crash-cram 
courses. - ~ventually in nursing 
you reach a saturation point 
when everything you think, talk, 
or study is nursing. I find myself 
bor e.ct ; It is a real effort to 
remain open-minded. At times I 
feel as though I have on blinders. 
Very few girls even read a 
newspaper or watch the news. At 
parties nurses hide behind their 
profession. Their conversation is -
medical, they ~ever move beyond . 
that safe ground since ,we, or 
they, know very little abouf 
anything else. 
You might ·say well, why do 
you allow yourself to become 
narrow-minded? It creeps up on 
you _ars professionalism, but is 
professionalism really narrow-
mindedness? I should think 
professionals would be just the 
opposite. 
· I believe that if we were 
taught on a more dynamic level, 
still practically, · we would be 
more stimulated ·to expand our 
own knowledge. This not an 
argument for the B.S. nursing 
program, just ah improvement 
for this, our diploma program. 
For we have all come in 
contact with a degree nurse. I 
was appalled at the lack of 
practical experience they 
receive. I sometimes .wonder 
what they would do with a 
"code," stand and theorize -about 
the possibility of arrhythma 
versus heart block, instead of 
actually starting cardio-
pulmonary massage. 
In swnmary, Jefferson nurses 
are very good nurses. There 
could really be a lot less hassle in 
.our training and I am sure we 
would still develop into just as 
good nurses. At times numerous 
'rules harbor rebellion, which is 
wasted energy. Much time is 
spent bitching (complaining) 
rather than expanding our 
knowledge. 
I think we have learned 
tolerance, patience, how to 
manipulate-around the rules, and 
especially how to hold our 
tongues. Anonymous 
VOLUNTEERS WANTED 
Volunteers are needed to staff 
a Jefferson drive to send medical 
aid to North and South Vietnam. 
The drive is sponsored by the 
American Friends Service 
Committee. 
If interested contact: 
D. Kanofsky WA 5-5626 
J. Amsterdam PE 5-7462 
C. Cummings WA5-0742 
L. Cutler PE 5-3205 
-------.-..-... ~~~ -
FRIDAY, MARCH 30. 1973 ARIEL PAGE 3 
... LETTERS TO THE EDITOR~· 
Dr. Szasz Replies The M,erger 
To the Editor of Ariel: 
The . Boards of Trustees of 
Thomas Jefferson University and 
.Pennsylvania Hospital ~ave 
lSsued a joint statement about the 
possibility of developing ·a very 
close working relationship bet-
ween their instiiutions. President 
Herbut announced the plans at a 
General Faculty Meeting on 
March 5, 1973. 
If the talents, energies and 
resources of both institutions are 
combined, there is no question in 
my mind that this association will 
produce one of the best medical 
centers in the United States. As 
with any association there are 
both advantages and disad-
vantages to both institutions. The 
two groups who will benefit the 
most will be the patients and the 
students. Coordinated, efficient 
clinical services could be 
providei:i .to patients in our 
community and to those patients .. 
referred to staff physicians from 
far and near. The students would 
have a larger number of model 
inpatient and outpatient 
programs within walking 
distances of their residences and 
the medical center. 
In the next few months the 
negotiations will begin and the 
various groups will make their 
voices heard. I urge the student 
body to examine the facts, to 
examine the positive and 
negative aspects of the merger 
and to examine the accuracy of 
the information . tleing 
disseminated. In my opinion this 
is the most important opportunity 
in the entire histories of both 
institutions. I urge you to get the 
facts, find out what people are 
saying and detail it accurately in 
the newspaper. Interviews with 
faculty , staff and employees 
might clarify any misconceptions 
about this association. If the · 
students do not communicate 
their considered opinions about 
this matter through official 
channels to the officers of Jef-
ferson, then you will have missed 
an opportunity to influence the 
history of Jefferson that will 
probably not recur in our 
lifetime. 
Sincerely, 
Robert L. Bren~' Ph p 
Bore .. . 
Then rap about 
Future Commons Programs, 6:30 
P .M. Jefferson Hall M-25. 
S.F.S. Parties, Tuesday, April 
3rd. 
Spring Picnic, Tuesday, May 
1st. 
Commons Program Budget. 
Tuesday April 24th. 









SPECIAL IJISCOUNT TO 
JEFF PERSONN EL 
135 SOUTH TENTH STREET 
PHILADELPHIA. PA. 19107 
(opposite Jefferson Hos_pital) 
MA 7-6332 . 
To the Editors: 
I appreciate your kind. in-
vitation to present a brief sum-
mary of my views on the myth of 
'1Jlental illness to the readers of 
ARIEL. Such a statement ap-
pears in the revised edition of 
The Myth of Mental Illness, 
published by Paladin (Granada 
Publishing Limited, London) in 
1972. I hope you will find this 
satisfactory for your purposes. 
Part I of the text below is ex-
cerpted from the "Preface to the 
Paladin Edition," and Part II is 
- the full text of the "Summary for 
the Paladin Edition." 
*** 
The problems to which I ad-
dress myself in this book are easy 
to state but, because of the 
powerful cultural and economic 
pressures that define · the 
'correct' answers to them, are 
difficult to clarify. They have to 
do with such questions as: What 
is disease? What are the ostensi,. 
ble a~d actual tasks of the 
physician? What is mental 
illness? Who defines what con.: 
stitutes illness, diagnosis , treat-
ment? Who controls the voca-
bulary of medicine and 
psychiatry, and the powers of 
physici,an-psychiatrist and 
citizen-patient? Has a person the 
right to call himself sick? Has a 
physician the right to call a 
person mentally sick? What is the 
difference between a person 
complaining of pain and calling 
himself sick? Or between a phy-
si ciari complaining of a person's 
misbehavior and calling him a 
mentally sick patient? Without 
attempting to answer these ques-
tions or trying to anticipate the 
contents of this book, let me show 
briefly the sort of reasoning I 
bring' to it. 
himself as sick without having a 
bodily illness, so it is also possible 
for a physician to define as 'sick' 
a person who feels perfectly well 
and wants no medical help,· and 
then act as if he were a therapist 
trying to . cure his 'patient's' 
disease. How should we react to 
such a physician? Should we 
treat hini as if he were a malevo-
lent meddler .or a benevolent 
healer? Today, it is considered 
quite unscientific and uncivilized 
to adopt the former posture, 
· everyone (except the victim, and 
sometimes ' even he, himself) 
regarding such a physician as ob-
viously a therapist, that is, a psy-
chiatric therapist. I believe this is 
a serious error. I hold that psy-
chiatric interventions are 
directed at moral, not medical, 
problems; in other words, that 
psychiatric help sought by the 
client stands in the same relation 
to psychiatric intervention im-
posed on him as religious beliefs 
voluntarily professed stand to 
such beliefs imposed by force . 
It is widely believed that 
mental illness is a type of 
disease, and that psychiatry is a 
branch of medicine; and yet, 
whereas people readily think of 
'cure' for it. Of course, people 
may change their behaviour or 
personality, with or without psy. 
chiatric intervention. Such inter-
vention is nowadays called 
'treatment', and the change, if it 
proceeds in a direction approved 
by society, 'recovery', or 'cure'. 
7. The introduction of 
psychiatric considerations into 
the administration of the 
criminal law - for example, the 
insanity plea and verdict, 
diagnoses of mental incom-
petence to stand trial, and so 
forth - corrupt the law and vic-
timize the subject on whose 
behalf they are ostensibly em-
ployed. 
8. Personal conduct is always 
rule-following, strategic, and 
meaningful. Patterns qf inter-
personal and social relations may 
be regarded and analyzed as if 
they were games, the behaviour 
of the players being governed by 
explicit or tacit game rules. 
9. In most types of voluntary 
psychotherapy, the therapist 
tries to elucidate the inexplicit 
game rules by whfch t~e client 
~onducts himself; and to help the 
dient scrutinize the goals and 
values of the life games he plays. 
10. There is no medical, moral, 
or legal justification for involun-
tary psychiatric interventions, 
such as 'diagnosis', 'hospitaliza-
tion', or 'treatment'. They are 
crimes against humanity. 
·SAMA Job Service: Summer 
Jobs Available at Jeffeirson 
an call themselves 'sick', they 
rarely think of and call them- Department of Hematology: 
selves 'mentally .sick ' . The 4-6 positions open. 
reason for this, as I shall try to 10-week Fellowships for $700 or elective credit. 
show, is really quite simple: a Contact Dr. Erslev, 1015 Sansom St., or extension 7780. 
person might feel sad or ehi.ted, Department of Pediatrics: · 
insignificant or gradiose, suicidal N.l.H. Training Program in Reproductive Biology for $700 per 
or homicidal, and so forth; he is, quarter Under Dr. Ilensh and Dr. Brent. Contact Dr. Brent, 1 Stein, 
however, not likely to categorize extension 7800; or 706 College, extension 6520. 
himself as mentally ill or insane; Division of Nephrology: 
that he is, is more likely to be A job is presently open for a second ~rear student involving a study 
suggested by someone else . This, on a new antibiotic for patients with renal failure . It involves blood and 
then, is why bodily diseases are urine sampling. It could be worked into the student's time so it would 
characteristically treated with not interfere with his' other responsibilities. The stipend is $700 per 
the consent of the patient, while studv. Contact: Dr. Norman Lasker, extension 6550 or 6950. 
mental diseases are character- Department of Pathology: 
istically treated without his The departm~nt sponsors stud~nts under a Cancer Training Grant 
~ t. c~~· w~~~~~~~~llM~~~~~~~~~~~~~-M~J!iil~~ 
nowa ays seek private psycho- on ac : r. .. . Sabesin, 236 ';Jefferson Hall, extension 6437. 
analytic or psychotherapeutic Openings in the affiliated hospitals will be checked by SAMA. 
help do not, as a rule, consider Department of Rehabilitation Medicine: 
themselves either 'sick' or Dr. Ditunno informs us that his department usually offers a 12 
'mentally sick', but rather view week block for $900. However, this year the department is still waiting 
their difficulties as problems in for funds. Information for summer jobs should be available in April. 
living and the help they receive Division of Oncology: 
as a type of counselling). In 25-30 positions open. 
short, while medical diagnoses A 10 week fellewship is available for Freshman and Sophomores 
are the names of genuine provided by a Clinical Cancer Training Grant. It includes a series of 
diseases, psychiatric diagnoses didactic introductory lectures on the general field of cancer, vadous 
are stigmatizing labels. conferences and rounds, library research on a shbject of the_student's 
Such considerations generate choke in the field of Oncology, an oral presentation of this report to the 
two diametrically opposite points group and individual assignments to specific faculty members for a 
of view about mental illness and more detail Pel exnerieilce in the field of Oncology. The stipend is $800. 
When a per.son cla.tms to be ill, ' 
he usually means, firstly, that he 
suffers, or believes he suffers, 
from an abnormality or mal-
functioning of his body; and 
secondly, that he wants, or is at 
least willing to accept, medical 
help for .it. If the first of these 
conditions is absent, we do not 
consider the person to be 
physically ill ; if the second is 
absent, we do not consider him to 
be a medical patient. For the 
practice of modern Western 
medicine rests on the scientific 
premise that the physician's task 
is to diagnose and treat disorders 
of the human body, and on the 
ethical premise that he can carry 
out these services only with the 
consent of his patient. . 
h. t d' t th Contact: . · 
- psyc. ia ry ; accor mg 0 e one, Dr. Chester Southam, Div. of Oncology 
mental illness is like any other 
To understand psychiatry, we 
must also understand the concept 
of mental illness, which arises in 
part from the fact that it is 
possible for a person to act as if 
he were sick without actually 
having a bodily illness. How 
should be deal with such a per-
. son? Should we treat him as if he 
were not ill, or as if he were? 
Today, it is considered shame-
fully uncivilized and naively 
unscientific to treat him as if he 
were not, everyone regarding 
such a person as .obviously sick, 
that is, as 'mentally sick' . I 
believe this is a serious error. I 
hold that mental illness is a 
metaphorical disease ; that, ,in 
other words, bodily illness stands 
in the same relation, to mental 
illness as a defective television 
receiver stands to an objection-
able television progran:ime. To be 
sure, the word 'sick' is often used 
metaphorically. We call jokes 
'sick' , economies 'sick' , some-
times even the whole world 'sick' 
- but only when we call minds 
'si ck' do · we systematically 
mistake metaphor for fact; and 
send for the doctor to 'cure' the 
'illness.' It 's as if a television 
viewer were to send for a TV 
repairman beca use he 'dis-
appr.oves of the programme he is 
watching. 
Furthermore, just as it is 
possible for a person to define 
illness, and psychiatric treat- 1014 College, exte.nsion 8874 
ment, whether voluntary or not, Dr. Harry Goldsmith, Dept. of Surgery 
is like anv other treatment; 
according to the other, mental 605 B College, extension 6923 , 
or Dr. Simon Kramer, Dept. of Radiation Therapy 
illness is a myth, psychiatric 1st Floor Main, extension 6702 
interventiqn is a type of social Clinical Laboratories: 
action, and involuntary Dr. Heinz Schwartz, Associate Director of Clinical Laboratories, 
psychiatric therapy is not informs SAMA that there will be limited number of positions open in 
treatment but torture .. This book the Jeff Labs. The exact number will not be known until the Spring. 
attempts to demonstrate the Contact Dr. Schwartz at 323 A Foerderer and at Extension 6374 . 
fallacy of the former view' and \Dept. of Pathology -- The Cooper Hospital, Camden, N .J. 
the valid~ty of the latter. Dr. Burrows, Chief of Pathology, says there are no summer 
The principal arguments openings. He DOES stress, however, that there maybe openings in a 
advanced in this book and their year-round night coverage schedule. Tlps entails .a short training 
implications may be briefly program fellowed by emergency laboratory coverage one night each 
summarized as .follows: week and one weekend (Saturday and Sunday nights) in six. Two 
1. ·Strictly speaking, disease medical students work together so each can get sleep during the night. 
or illness can affect only tne The work pays $31 for each night covered. 
body; hence, 'there can be no Contact: Dr. Stanley Burrows or Miss Joyce Portnoy at 609-964-
mental illness. 6600, extension 401 or 402. 
, 2. 'Mental ,illness' is a meta- Dept of Genetics 
phor. Minds can be 'sick' only in Number of positions 3-6 (if funds are available ). There are 
the sense that jokes are 'sick' or available through the Clinical Cancer Training Program . . 
economies are 'sick'· Contact: Dr. Sa bes in, 236 Jefferson Hall, Extension 6437 ( T:9 check 
3. Psychiatric diagnoses are if there are available funds .) Dr . Laird Jackson, 710 B College Ex-
stignatizing labels, phrased to re- tensions 6834, 6955. 
semble diag,noses, and applied_ to Dr. Jackson also suggests that NIH student summer fellowships 
persons whose behavior annoys -. are available in the Pediatrics Dept., Obs/ Gync. Dept., and the Dept. -
or offends others. of Meciicine. · 
4. Those who suffer from and Contact: Dept. of Obs./ Gync. , 300 College, Extension 6507; Dept. of 
complain of their own behaviour Medicine, 801 College, Extension 6946. 
are usually classified as 'neuro- Dept. of Psychiatry _
7 
tic ' · those whose beha viour Dr . Gottheil says that positions for summer jobs are severely 
makes others suffer, and about limited due to the scarsity of funds from NIH. In previous years, the 
whom others complain, are financing for the prograIJl has come late (Last year the money came 
usually classified as "psychotic' · in the month of May). Because of the uncertainty of the funding, as 
, 5. 'Mental illness' is no t- well as, the hard-core research that is planned in the program, he 
something a person has, but is urges only those students seriously interested in psychiatry to apply 
something he does or is. and take their chances on the funding of the program. (There are 16 
6. If there is no 'mental positions open in May last year and 11 were filled.) 
illness', there can be no Contact: Dr. Edward Gottheil , Rm. 305, 1127 Walnut St., Extension 
'hospitalization', 'tre~tment', or 6l05. 
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Sp~akOut ·Article Of The Month 
Must We Precipitate a Crisis in Medical Education · 
things are immutable. One is that 
"GEORGE L. ENGEL, M.D., 
Rochester, New York 
· S [ h C • • • U [ h c ? ? ? the physician must be qualified to to ......, 0 ve t e rzszs zn .1.1ea t are. . . use the scientific method in his 
work with patients, and the other 
I am writing of my concerns A 1 £ I · t } M d • • 76 437 490 ( 1972) is that he must be effective and 
about changes that are being nna s 0 n erna e . 1c1ne ; - skil,lful in ~ eliciting clinical data 
made or proposed in respect to . make a series of charges that I the limited attention now devoted have elected to omit the in- and applying his knowledge for 
both undergraduate and trust will provoke thoq,ghtful to supervised acquisition of ternship. Only in retrospect has the benefit of the individual who 
graduate medical education, the discussion as well as con- clinical skills and mastery of its great value become evident, presents himself as a patient. It is 
consequences of which I fear will troversy. clinical reasoning, would be especially as they discover that deeply disturbing to me that, at a 
be deleterious to the professional 1. The teaching of the difficult if not impossible to on a representative day more time that calls for flexibility in 
competence of future physicians. elementals of the clinical ap- correct because of lack of than 50% of the patients design of educational programs 
Limitation of time precludes proach to the patient as I have time; ( 5) and the quality of hospitalized on the inpatient to meet these newly recognized 
adequate documentation here of just defined it is seriously - teaching may-decline, at least in psychiatric service prove to have needs, so many pressures are 
my claims, but since we all share neglected in the educational some areas where faculty does significant medical or surgical being exerted that threaten to 
a common objective - namely, to programs of most . medical not have the time to reanimate disease over and above the produce more narrow and highly 
assure that physicians obtain the schools in this country today. and redesign their courses before psychiatric problem for which specialized programs turning out 
highest 'degree of professional Students are being graduated having to repeat them with a new they were admitted ( 3). physicians less able to meet these 
competence _ I trust they will who are deficient in skills in class, which was a serious Departments of medicine are challenges. And let us not forget 
serve nonetheless to generate a interviewing and physical problem d"~ mg the accelerated being irresponsible and hypo- that a major argument advanced 
healthy discussion among us. A ,,,. examination. They are disease- schedu1'.,ci of World War II. critical in their response to this in support of these various 
fuller discussion appears oriented, insensitive to patients B. Some recommend a track issue of the internship. On the one changes is that they constitute 
elsewhere (1, 2). as human beings, and ex- system whereby students are hand, they lay claim, and rightly the most economical way of in-
I am not a member of the cessively dependent on the encouraged to cho?se specialty so, to being the most important creasing physician · manpower 
American College of Physicians, laboratory as the basis for preferences earlier and to clinical department in - the within a relatively short time. 
nor am I a spokesman for any diagnostic decisions and clinical arrange programs in their under- - medical school; yet, on the other, But we might well heed the 1967 
group or society. My concern is judgements. grad~ate ye~rs to p~epare them they refuse to face their ·report of lhe National Advisory 
as a medical educator who for 2 . Medic a 1 educators, for t?at specialty. T,Jus may ?ave responsibility to provide a year ot Committee on Health Manpower 
more than 3p years has been especially those with a primary merit for a · few exceptional training, . open. to the best ap- ( 4): "There is a crisis in 
dedicated to imparing to medical laboratory orientation who have students, but for mos~ .the plicants regardless of their American health care ... the 
students and house officers the not been involved with or who are dangers are narrow parochialism ultimate career goals. Internists crisis however is not simply one 
clinical approach to the patient. I not particularly interested in for those who make the right have only to gain by providing of numbers . . . if additional 
am the product of an old- patient care, have been slow to choice and career dissatisfaction good internship opportunities to persQnnel are employed in the 
fashioned 2 1/ 2- year rotating recognize these deficiencies. for. those who make the wrong the specialists who in the future present manner and within the 
internship of the late 1930s and Many have not even familiariz,~d choice. will be the consultants for their present ·patterns and systems of 
never had formal residency themselves adequately with the c. Increase in the size of the patients. You need only to think care they will not avert or even 
training in either medicine or nature of the physician's task, for student body and reduction in how satisfying it is to have a perhaps alleviate the crisis 
psychiatry. I spent a year as a which they presumably are teacher-student ratios are urged. consultation from a . radiologist, unless we improve the system 
Fellow in Medicine at the Peter preparing their students. That At ~he preclinical level. I am neurologist,' or psychiatrist through which health care is 
Bent Brigham Hospital, and the American Bo!ird of Internal particularly concerned with the whom you know to have been one provided. Care will continue to be 
there I was first introduced to.the Medicine should have to require decrement for the student in his . of the good interns on your ser- less satisfactory, even though 
psychological perspectives of candidates for certification to opportunity to learn firsthand vice. But by integrating the in- , there are massive increases in 
medicine by John Romano. Since demonstrate their ability to do an about_ the structure of the human ternship into the residency, these cost and numbers of health 
that time my central interest in adequate interview and physical body m gross anatomy and gross programs will become closed, for personnel." I, for one, believe the 
educatfon has been teaching what examination . is1/ in itself ~n pathology because t~~re may be departments of medicine will proposals now being im-
I call the elementals of medicine - acknowledgment of this failure; nP ' ~her adequate time, material, have no choice but to give plemented are educationally 
- those aspects of medicine that in my view this should be / a n0r supervision for appropriate preference to those who will unsound; apparently others feel 
are virtually timeless and un- minimum requirement for the laboratory experience, a typical remain in medicine. The ex- that they may be economically 
changing. I refer to the nature of granting of the M.D. degree, not situation in some schools in Latin pectation that departments of unsound as well. Before it is too 
the human encounter between for certification as~ specialist in America ·and Europe. The psychiatry, radiology, neurology, late we had better pause and 
patient and physician, an in- internal medicine! I 1 - problem can be even more and so forth will be able, by consider whether we may not be 
dispensible ingredient of the 3. Agencies external to the serious at the clinical level if themselves, to arrange for compounding the crisis in health 
physician's task; to clinical . medical sch?ols are m~~ing patients are too few and if adequate medical experience for care with a crisis in medical 
observation the skills a recommendations and decisions supervision for clinical learning their residents is illusory. Simple education as well. Most par-
physician us~s. to elicit the in- that may not only preclude the is insufficient and inadequate. arithmetic will demonstrate that ticularly do I believe that we 
formation from and about the necessary reforms in under- Even now most students are no department of medicine could. must take a strong and 
patient necessary for him to. graduate education but may even being graduated without ever take the flood of residents from unequivocal stand against the 
make judgments and decisions; render . present programs less having been supervised in an other services for whom they are edict that abolishes the in-
to clinical reasoning, the mental a.dequate. I refer here par- interview or physical now expected to provide this ternship, for this is a change that , 
operations whereby the physician ticu~arly to the AMA, · the examina,tion. experience. Nor will they want to affects everyone - students, 
translates the primary data specialty Boards, and the Car- D. The abolition of the in- be burdened with residents not of faculty, hospitals, patients - and 
obtained from clinical ob- negie Commission, not to men- ternship seems virtually decreed. their own choosing. Con- one that, once implemented, 
servation and diagnostic tion state and federal legislative ~spe~ially .when taken in · CO~- sequently, these house officers cannot with ease be reversed. Its 
procedures into the conceptual bodi.es. For the most part their ]Unction with the changes m will be treated as second-class implications are enormous. It 
frameworks of ,biochemistry, prop.o~als are defended . as undergraduate education just citizens and will be shunted to would be tragic for American 
pa th 0 phys i 0 I 0 g y, m 0 r bid providmg ~he mo~t econo~ical noted, this j s probably the most second-class appointments most Medicine \£ this change were to 
anatomy, or psychopathology; way of mcreasmg -medi_cal short-sighted, ill-conceived, and probably in understaffed' com- be made without first makin~ a 
and to the processes of rlinical manpower and thereby im- unfortunate proposal of all. munity hospitals without fu~l-d~ess study of these _im-
judgment and decision-making proving the delivery of medical Sponsored primarily by the adequate resident or attending ,... phcations. In my conversati~ns 
whereby the program of care and care . But you may question specialty Boards, with the staff. What logic dictates that the and .. correspo~dence . with 
treatment of the patient is whether the changes may not in blessings of the AMA, even the outstanding future pathologist, physicians, medical educators, 
evolved. These are skills- and the long run_ prove more, rather threat of implementation of the radiologist, or psychiatrist 3:nd st~dents across the country. I 
functions requisite for all than less, costly for society if proposal is having profoundly should not get the best possible · fmd virtually no support for this 
physicians regardless of their they d~ not assure . ~ou~d distu rbing cons~quences, training in internal medicine that proposal, although all too many, I 
' specialty. At Rochester we begin preparat10n of the phy.sician ~n ) Psychiatrists, · neurologists, his ability justifies simply regret to say, assume the rpatter 
the teaching of these basic the elementals and basics of his radiologists, pathologists, opthal- because his ultimate career to be no longer O.Pen to debate. I 
. elements of medicine in the first profession. Let me cite some of mologists, and others are being choice is other than internal refuse to accept this. Indeed, I 
- · year and continue emphasis on these recommendations and what hurried into their specialties medicine? That crucial period, urge .. you as r~~ponsible 
this aspect throughout the 4 seem to i:_ne to be some ·of the without having experienced the fourth year of medical school physicians and citizens to 
years. I am personally heavily more s~rious conse~~ences for broad clinical responsibilities for and the internship, during which - demand_ that the power~ that ~e 
committed to this endeavor and I the quality of education. patents in other areas. It is my , most physicians have the ex- ree~~mme and. r~consider this 
consider it important fo~ our A. It is being ~rged that the observation that -some of the periences that enable them to dec1sio~ before it i~ too late. w_e. 
students that I demonstrate by undergr2duate period be cut to 3 more enthusiastic supporters of reach some kind of a rational owe this to our patients, who, m 
my own example that these are years. Among the problems this this development are the heads of judgment as to the area of tpe .fi~al a~a~ysis, wi~ be . the 
basic clinical skills applicable to brings up are the following: (1) weak programs who have had medicine for which they are best· unwittmg victims of this folly. 
all patients, regardless of their basic science teaching may difficulty attracting residents. It suited, now is threatened. This is 
formal classification. This I do by become too co~densed and ab- is easier to seduce and flatter the short-sighted and fool-hardy to an 
conducting teaching exercises stract to provide the students insecure fourth-year student into extreme, for it is in his formative 
with patients from every service: with the vocabulary . and entering a program when his period of youth that the physician 
from medicine, from surgery, la~~uage· necessary for their experience and judgment about should enjoy the greatest options 
from pediatrics, from chmcal work; (2) students may such matters are still slight. and freedom to make career 
psychiatry, from obstetrics- be deprived of sufficient op- Departments of psychiatry decisions. -Unhappy or unwise 
gynecology, from neurology. I portunity to work with patients in adhering to the internship career choices can have 
demonstrate the approach with · all the m~jor clinical disciplines . requirement have noted a profoundly unfortunate conse-
patients who speak no English or for periods long enough to gain decided drop in nwnber of ap- quences for patients, not · to 
who are aphasic or comatose; the breadth of clinical experience plicants for the residency this mention the physician himself. 
patients · who are desperately so ne.ces~ary b~fore ~on- year. Yet a survey last week of We are in a period in which it 
sick, in pain, dyspneic; patients centratmg ma special area; (3) the psychiatric residents at is increasingly acknowledged 
who are anxious, depressed, or overcrowding o~ the sc~edule will Rochester showed unanimous that adequate health care is. a 
angry; or patients who are reduce elective time and agreement thtit the internship right and not a privilege. We are 
psychotic. The central issue is for eliminate free time, so important year was an . in-valuable going to have to do a good deal of 
the students to learn what con- for the student's growth and preparation for their work as rethinking about the job of the 
stitutes the essential modalities _maturation- the breathing space · psychiatric residents. although physician and the educational 
common to . every physician's 1he needs to fit the :Pieces several acknowledged that if they system that will best quality him 
task. together; ( 4) the most critical had had the option as fourth-year for that job. But, whatever 
With this preamble I now will deficiency in existing programs~ students, they probably would changes may take place, two 
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THROW OFF YOUR ENZYMATIC CHAINS 
I WANT YOU 
·says UNCLE SAM 
( s-adenyl 
to join the 
BROTf1NIAN 
MOVEMENT 
This Is The Situa.tion With The Enemy 
communis extensors rule with · iron hand repression of glycolysis 
use of prohibited anti-nissl micelle forced ijnduction of all enzymes 
fascia Gestapo tactics are widespread local · pollicis enforce cruel laws 
WHAT WE MUST DO 
1. repeal Starling's law 2. shutdown the salvage pathway 
3. stop abduction of all humeri 4. reopen hippocampus of poly u. 
5. Release All: free radicals liberated phosphates 
aponeurotics 
JIMBO ADM. BILLY REUBEN ~ 401 N. BROAD 
---~=====================~::5 
Mendelsohn- Lubeck & Co. 
Professiona'I Insurance Service To 
The Entire Jefferson Com.munit-y 
George ii. Lubeck, C.L.U. 
With a shovel. At an archaeo-
logical site. On a new EL AL Col-
lege vacation. 
There is more in Israel that's 
exciting, surprising and profoundly 
moving than you can begin to 
imagine. 
, You'll dig sunny, swinging, 
fascinating Israel. 
Go to the Negev. 
Scale Massada. 
Explore JerusalenL 
See 4 seas. Tan at 
Tiberias on the Sea of 
Galilee. 
3 Penn . Center Plaza 
Philo., Penna. 19102 
LO 4-1055 
Fraternize at an oasis on the 
Dead Sea. 
Poke thr:ough our Roman past 
at Caesarea (Mediterranean Sea). 
Beach-hop. Bible-hop. Live. 
Le,arn. Enjoy. 
· You can renew yourself and 
,,.wear your:self out. 
You can fly to Israel for $381)* 
(from New York) and 
on the way home 
we'll give you one Eu-
ropean stop-over free. 
Add $57* during June, 
July and August de-
Water-ski the coral the under 30 airline 
bottomed Red Sea. 
partures. 
Call us. 
Atlanta . . . . ... . .. 522-3535 
Baltimore .. .... . . 685-4321 
Boston . . ~ . . . .. . . 267-9220 
Chicago .. .. .. . .. 236-3745 
Cleveland . .. .... 621-6607 
Detroit . . ... . . ... 557-5737 
Houston .. .. . .... 227-7201 
Los Angeles . . .. . 553-5555 
Miami Beach ... . . 532-5441 
New York .. . .. . .. 751-7500 
Philadelphia . , . . . 563-8011 
Pittsburgh . . . .. . . 471-4433 
San Francisco ... . 986-4313 
St. Louis .. .. ... . 862-2100 
Washington, D.C. . 296-5440 
Check your local yellow pages for direct lines from other cities. 
' Based on 1972 fare level. II is antic ipated that as a result of monetary fluctuation . 




(Dedicated to those fearless sophomores and seniors! ! ! ) 
Testing Spoof will be accepted for each answer. 
Spoof by H.S.F. Only answers on the "score" 
With every segment of the sheet will be accepted. Correct 
Thomas Jefferson University answers will paper the walls of 
anxious as to standing in National the fourth and fifth floors: 
Board examinations, I offer the 6. Unless a statement is made 
· following examination format sp~cifically to the contrary, the 
that will more fairly prepare one structure and/ or function should 
for . the examination of examin- be considered under "normal" 
ations: the National Boards. pathological conditions. 
MAIN DIRECTIONS 
1. Place your name, social 
security number, place of birth, 
date of birth, age, parents' pro-
fession, checking account 
number, telephone number, 
course, and HPI on the answer 
sheet. Do this now, and block in 
the appropriate space under each 
letter on the answer sheet. 
2. There are 473 pages. Count 
them now ( total 15,360 
q~estions). 
3. Make your choice to each 
question by blackening the 
corresponding space on the 
"score" sheet. Use only a #2 
pencil as our computer contains 
only #2 pencilase and develops 
lead intoxication with any other 
graphite. 
4_ If one extra dot is found on 
this "score" sheet the results will 
be invalid. Live in mortal fear of 
stray or extra marks appearing _ 
on the answer sheet. 
5. Not more than one mark 
PART II 
7. IMPORTANT: Where you 
think that there may be more 
than one answer possible, give 
the answer which is more equivo-
cable, or describes the condition 
most inaccurately. 
NOTE: If time remains con-
tinue. 
PART I 
Directions: Each of the 
· que~tions, incomplete state-
ments, inadequate statements, or 
impotent statements below is 
followed by several · suggested 
(but not necessarily recognized) 
answers or co:rppletions. Select 
the one that is / best in each case 
and blacken / the appropriate 
space on the answer sheet. 
Remember, 1 the best answer is 
tpe one we want, not necessarily 
the correct one. 
PART II 
Directions: Below is a set of 
lettered headings followed by a 
list of coded wo.rds or phrases. 
For each numbered word or 
phrase select; 
A. If the item is associated with A onlv 
B. If the item is associated with B only 
C. If the item is associated with both A and B 
D. If the item is associated with A or B 
E. If the item is associated with A, B, or C 
F. If the item is associated with a party other than the recognized 
arm of the two party system 
PART III , 
Directions: For each five sets 
of even numbered letters below 
there are 14 sets of differently 
ordered mixtures of the five sets 
with 72 possible answers. Match 
number 31 with any four blue 
marbles designated with an 
asterisk. Be sure to circle your 
answer on the "score" sheet if 
the associated question has any 
clinical significance, however, 
also be sure that main direction 
#4 is not violated. 
PART IV 
Directions: For each of the 
incomplete statements below, 
one or more of the completions 
given is probably correct. On 
your answer sheet blacken the 
space under : 
This exam will be gone over 
for your benefit on Wednesday, 
December 31 a t10 :30 P .M. in the 
PART IV Solis-Cohen Auditorium. Please 
A. If only 1,2. and 3 are correct defer any discussion until that 
B. If only 1 and 3 are correct time. No other acceptable an-
C. If only 2 and 4 are correct swers will be considered except 
n; If onlv 4 is correct during that time . . 
E. If only 3 is correct -
F. If onl:r 2 is correct 
G. If only 1 is correct 
H. If only D, E, and F are correct 
I. If only A and B are correct 
J. If none are correct 
K. If all of the above are correct 
L. If al) but one are correct 
M. If some are correct and others are not 
N. If some are correct 
0. If M and N are correct 
P. If M and J are correct 
Q. If only C is correct 
R. If only R is correct 
S. · If some other combination is possibly correct. 
T. If you don't want to reveal the answer as it might compromise 
national security 
U. If you don't know about A through J inclusive 
V. If you think you know about A through J inclusive and S and 
wish to receive 0.346 x 1 credit 
W. If you want to be a doctor 
X. If "it's all bullshit, man" 
Y. If only Z is correct 
A Learning Experience In A Social Atmosphere 
Setting Up A Medical Practice 
An open invitation to all medicai students; interns and residents· 
practicing physicians-Saturday, April 28, 1973, 3: 30 P.M. Philadelphi~ 
County, Medical Society, 2100 Spring Garden Street. 
Guest panel: Mr. Lief Beck.;. Pres. Mgn't Consulting for 
Professionals, Bala Cynwyd; Mr. Elmer Rosen - Alexander Grant Co. 
A;cou~ting fi~m; Mr. Runcie Tatnall, Jr., C.L.U. - Physicians 
P1anmng Service; and Dr. Bernard Zamostien - chairman. 
How do I start a solo practice or join a group? 
How do I set up an accounting, record and collection system? 
Insurance and Investments - How much? -What type? 
**** * . 
COCKTAIL PARTY follows the open Question and Answer session! 
Please bring your wife, a date and a friend. 
FREE--f?rivate Parking on the premises. 
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CT F (Con~inued from page J) 
Note that interstitial floors 
between patient bed floors may 
be used for "M.D. offices and 
Support.'' This is planned in one 
CFT tower and is possible 
because far less "support" space 
is needed for such facilities, than 
is necessary for the services (lab, 
radiology, surgery) in the middle 
tower. ( see sketch) 
Other CTF Features 
Through the replaG_ement of 
the Main Building ( 1909) and the 
Thompson Annex ( 1924), the CTF 
will reduce the number of 
hospital beds from 660 to 585, 
excluding those associated with 
the Wills E'y~ Hospital. Each 
room will be a single. 
The entire first floor of the 
Foerderer 'Pavilion will be 
renovated into I an Emergency 
Ward, increasing the net square 
feet devoted to this end from 7000 
to 9000. An economic feasibility 
study has prompted the 
University not to construct 
parking space under the CTF as 
originally projected. The 
basement of the CTF remains 
unassigned, inasmuch as 
Radiation Therapy will probably 
not be moved from its recently 
renovated site under the Main 
and Thompson Buildings. 
· Roadblocks 
The three major " political" 
considerations are land 
acquisition, an alterred Jefferson 
" community," and approval of 
the above plans by the doctors 
who will use the product. 
The Executive Council has 
voted approval of the CTF and 
the plan was presented on March 
14, 1973, to the staff physicians. 
Because a merger of Penn-
sylvania Hospital (8th & Spruce 
Sts.) and Jefferson is under 
consideration by both boards of 
directors, any programming for 
the CTF although detailed in 
hundreds of pages of published 
reports , must be considered 
tentative. Such an action, wrote 
David M. Cleary in the Evening 
Bulletin of Tuesday, March 13, 
would benefit both hospitals. 
" For Jefferson , the 
psychiatric facilities ot Penn-
sylvania Hospital would be a 
welcome addition. They include 
the Institute at 49th and Market 
Sts. and the Hall-Mercer Clinic at 
8th and Locust Sts., expressly 
designed to fun ction as an out-
patient mental hospital... 
" Pennsylvania Hospital also 
stands to improve its pediatric 
services by a merger. Jefferson 's 
department of pediatrics is a 
ref err al center for high risk in-
fants born in 25 Greater 
Philadelphia hospitals.z while the 
pediatric service at Pa. is small, 
existing as a branch of the 
department of obstetrics and 
gynecology." 
According to Mr. Norwood, 
there are ~ outstanding 
properties on the site of the CTF. 
" We are negotiating with the City 
to secure their cooperation to put 
together completion of the land 
parcel. '' 
The Clinic 
The " two-door system" of 
medical care is on the decline, 
and as a result, there will be no 
distinction made between the 




by Janet Welsh 
The Thomas Jeffer son 
University student nurses 
basketball team finished their 
1972-73 season with 5 wins, 1. loss, 
and a sure spot in the quarter-
final games for the cham-
pionship. Our wins all were by a 
margin of at least 10 points. 
Championship games will be 
played during March at 
Memorial Hall in Fairmount 
Park. With the fine -coaching of 
Mr. Sol Kaubin, we hope to keep 
our first-place title for the second 
consecutive year. (Continued on 
page 8) 
. ~ ~· . 
. ARIEL· 
'",.,,.,_,.~ ,---.< -I • 
~ ~ 
~ ' t 
FRIDAY, MARCH 30·1973 
This is a cross-sectional diagram of the Clinical Teaching Facility 
(CTF) and the Foerderer Pavilion, depicting the planned organization 
of Jefferson's projected physical plant. View is from 10th Street 
looking west, between Walnut and Chestnut Streets, following 
--- ------- ----demolition of both the Main Building and the Thompson Annex. Two · 
TH01:iAS JEFF:.:F:SOM UN!VERS!TY additional floors will be constructed atop the_ CTF to house the Wills 
CU~!<?_AL TE.~SH1.NS FA~!UTV Eye Hospital (not appearing in this sketch). Wills Eye Hospital will be 
& .-O::RDERd~ PAViLIOrJ 'd d · · · · 
Air-Chair only 
$4* 
whert you open a checking 
or savings account for $25 or 
buy a Savings Certificate 
at Fidelity Bank. 
*ind, Pa. "alp;: tax 
consi ere a separate umt of the hospital with its own elevator banks 
and operating rooms, while utilizing many CTF services. 
This ad answers two true-to-
life quest10ns: nHow do you person-
alize the standard universal freshman 
?" d nwh ' . room . an , ere s a mce, com-
fortable bank?" 
To get your choice of air-chair 
or ottoman in uwet look" black or 
white, just open a checking or sav-
ings account with $25 or more or buy 
a Savings Certificate at Fidelity 
Bank. Or, take advantage of our 
combination offer. Open both 
a savings and checking 
account, walk away 
with both for only $5. 
Bring your 
student I.D. card and 
take a deep breath. 
THE FIDELITY ' BANK 
JEFFER30N OFFICE 
1101 Walnut Street / 
Air-Ottoman only 
$1* 
when you open a checking 
or savings account for $25 or 
buy a Savings Certificate 
at Fidelity Bank. 
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
..... . ~- ... ,. .. ~ • t ' ' ot •• • ' '1 \ ~ , ~ . .. • ..: -~ . .' ; f 
FRIDAY, MARCH30, 1973 
.. 
ARIEL 
Kaskey's Tips on Platters and· Places tO Gh. 
WHAT IS GOOD 
by Gary Kaskey 
The Tower Theatre: 
Reminiscent of the old Fillmore 
East with it's morocco opulence, 
the ·Tower stands a block away 
from another opulent structure, 
the 69th St. Market Street subway 
station. The crowd is friendly, the 
acoµstics are super. Good God 
and Captain Beefheart and the 
Majic Band, appeared recently. 
About Good God--well, the 
acoustics were good. Un-
fortunately. they have their own 
genre-space muzak. The Captain 
seemed to be laying back a good 
deal. But Zoot, .... Rocke.t, and the 
rest of the Majic Band wove an 
enchanted web of cajun rythms. 
A good show at a good theatre. 
The Bijou Cafe: ·unlike the 
Tower, the :ijijou is an intimate 
setting. Located at 15th and 
Lombard, its acoustics are also 
tme. The drinks are fairly ex-
pensive, so it's better to maintain 
an already obtained high than to 
start from scratch. I had the very 
real pleasure of seeing Dough 
Sahm and Band perform there. 
From the age of 7 as Lil' Doug to 
his Sir Douglas Quintet days, 
Sahm has remained true to his 
Texas route. Performing Rain, 
She's About a Mover, Wodvestern 
Mountain, Ban Antone, . Doug 
showed a remarkable com-
bination of technical skill , 
musical ability and a rough good. 
humor. I don't know why he 
hasn't played the East since 
Atlantic City Pop in '.69, but it has 
been our loss. 
The Academy of Music--
Perhaps the one institution 
Philadelphia can be proud .of. 
Bonnie, Ryiatt and Taj Mahal 
had the place reelin' . Bonnie was 
a little nervous and very high. 
Taj was just as smooth and 
natural and beautiful as is 
\ 
possible for a person to be. Like 
most concerts, you were either There is more to'.be said, but the 
there or you missed it. Stay tuned insi'qe of Kinks Kronikles says it 
for Doc Watson at the Academy so much better. I suggest that 
April 1 with John Hartford and those whQ would like Kinks, do. 
David Bromberg. 1 The B~achboys-Anyone still 
so far out as to think of the The Kinks-Existing in a foggy . 
fantasy world peopled with all Beach~o~s as a hot ~ar, big wave 
sorts of other nymphs, fairies, gro~p is m for a bit of wonder. 
trolls , Ray Davies minstrels . The~r new rele?se Holland 
through this world showing contm~es the Surfs Up style of 
startling empathy with the melodious .tunes enhanced by 
problems of ey eryman. vocals so light th~y make . you 
Everyman whose problems are ~an.t to c~Y;, Especially tas~r are 
his car, his kids, and his varicose "Tra_der,, .~unky ~retty, ~nd 
veins, who wants to be like a Cahforma. _If you l~ke relaxi~g 
motion picture star but has to ~o gently flowmg music, then this 
turn off the living room light to is ~pat the doctor ordered. 
make it with his ugly lover. At Commg to the Spectrum soo.i. 
best Mr . Davies can spin 
surrealistic tales where people 
must take pictures of each other. 
to show that they really exist. For 
!:pose who would the Kinks at 
their best, Kink Kronikles and the 
Village Green Preservation 
Society are the albums of choice. 
Schizophrenia 
(Cont inued fro m page 1) 
people needed a dose of only 4 
gm. or less to elicit detection in 
the urine. Ors. Robinson and 
Pauling at Stanford University 
co nducted similar studies 
verifying this. This suggests that 
schizophrenics needed and were 
OIE HOUR DRY. CLEANER 
'using up the large . quantities 
ingested. Similar findings 1 were 
foun d for both niacin and 
pyrodoxine loading. 
No one understands why this 
is so, but it indicates a relation-
ship between vitamin metabol-
ism and schizophrenia, explained 
Dr. Pauling who won the Nobel 
Prize for chemistry in 1954 and 
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1962. 
There is also an abnormality in 
the vitamin metabolism of 
alcoholics and drug addicts. 
There is strong reason to believe 
that they would also benefit from 
the non-toxic th~rapy of large 
doses of vitamins. In fact, the 
a:u1ount of mental illness in 
general could be diminished by 
the use of nutrition and 
269 S. 10th ST. 
(BETWEEN LOCUST & SPRUCEl 
HOURS: I 
MON.-FRI. 8 A.M. to 7:00 




All Leather & Suede 
GARMENTS · CLEANED AND FINISHED 
20%,0FF 
All Drycleaning To All 
Jeff Student & Personal 
(VOID ON SPECIALS) 
~ nutritional t.Qerapy. Yet, he said, 
the psychiatric community in this 
country has not investigated as 
thoroughly as it should the 
benefits accruing from mega-
vitamin therapy. (Since vitamins 
are not prescription drugs, even 
psychologists could use vitamin 
therapy if they so desired). 
An important announcement to every 




Despite' ·the substantial 
evidence which continues to 
accumulate of beneficial effects 
of vitamins, the minimum daily 
requirement (MOR) for vitamins 
set by the Food & Drug Admini-
stration (FDA) · remains at its 
prehistoric levels. Dr. Pauling 
adamantly asserts that the 
minimum daily requirements set 
by-the FDA are ridiculously I.ow. 
He explains that the present 
MDR are enough to prevent 
scurvy, pellagra, and the like, but 
are far from the amount needed 
for the body to operate at peak 
efficiency. In addition, Pauling 
pointed out Dr. Roger Williams' 
(University of Texas) study of 
individual differences. Dr. 
Williams has shown that even in--
grown strains of guinea pigs have 
heterogeneous needs in terms of 
vitamin requirements. Human 
beings are also very 
heterogeneous, meaning dif-
ferent people may need different 
amounts of vitamins. 
NEW SCHOLARSHIPS 
ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 
THEY COVER TUITION AND 
RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN 
ANNUAL INCOME OF $5,300 AS WELL. 
If a steady salary of $400 a 
month and paid-up tuition 
will help you continue your 
professional training, the 
scholarships just made pos-
s ibl e by the Uniformed 
Services Health Professions 
Revitalization Act of 1972 
deserve your close attention. 
Because if you _are now in a 
medical, osteopathic, dental, 
veterinary, podiatry, or op-
tometry school, or are work-
ing toward a PhD in Clinical 
Psychology, you may qualify. 
We make it easy for you t!o 
complete your studies.Y ou're 
commissioned as an officer as 
soo n as you enter the pro-
gram, but remain in student 
status until graduation. And, 
dur ing each year you will be 
on active duty (with extra 
pay) for 45 days. N'aturally, 
if your academic schedule 
requires that you remain on 
campus, you stay on campus 
-and still receive your active 
duty pay. 
Active dut y requirements 
are fair. Basically, you serve 
one year as a commissioned 
officer for each year you've 
participated in the program, 
with a two year minimum. 
You may apply for a scholar-
ship · with either the Army, 
Navy or -Air ForGe, and know 
that upon entering active 
du ty you'll have r a nk and 
duties in keeping with your 
professional training. 
The life's work you've cho-
sen f.or yciursetf requires long, 
hard, expensive training. 
Now we are in a position to 
give you some help. Mail in 
the coupon at your earliest 
convenience for more detailerl 
information. 
r~.;;;-.;-F::s-;«;::;:;;;:--c-cN"-33! 
Box A I 
Un iver sa l City, Texa s 78148 I 
I de s ire info r ma ti o n !or t h e f ollowi n g I 
program : I 
~ Army n Navy 0 A ir Force Medical/Os teopathic 0 Den tal I Vetednar y 0 Podiatry• I Other ( P lease s1>ec ify • , ---- I 
Name·--------- I 
(please print) 
Soc. Sec . =---'------
Addre~~--------
C ity ___ _____ _ 
S tnt• - ----Zi1>----
En rolled a t .,... ---,<""'Sc-;-hoo--,I;-:-) -
T o g radua te in ...,.. M:-:-o-nt-:-h )----:-:( Y-=-ea- r ):--:-:(D~eg-re-:-e ) 
D ate o f bi l' th --------:-0---:-( Mo nth) ( Day ) ( Year) 
I •Pod iatry nut a vailable i n A ir Force Prog rt.1n . 
'----------------'·--.! 
QUESTIONING THE 
SAFETY OF SUGAR 
Pauling stated that white 
sugar (sucrose) is a major cause 
of ·heart disease and arterio-
sclerosis. He cited the work of Dr. 
John Yudkin in London, England, 
who compared those who con-
sumed 150 lbs. and 120 lbs. of 
white sugar a year with those 
who consumed 60 lbs. a year. 
(The average Ameri~an con-
sumes 120 lbs. of sugar a year ). 
The probability of heart disease 
was 6 times as great in the 120 lb. 
group and 20 times as great in the 
150 lb, group when compared to 
the 60 lb. group. 
Dr . Pauling then reem-
phasized that both the general 
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In the Limelight 
Samuel B. · Eckhardt, of 
Holland, Pa., has been named 
Business Manager and Assistant 
to the Vice President for Health 
Services at Thomas Jefferson 
University. 
Congratulations go to the 
following who passed the Senior 
Life-Saving Course recently 
given at Jeff Hall : Walter 
Graves ; Mary Ann Roddy ; 
Elaine Pepper ; Maureen Kelly; 
t'atricia Jones; Mike Weinberg; 
Mark Gottlieb. 
Brucker 
(Co ntinued fro m p age 1) 
Necessary sub-specialties with • 
their rigorous training 
requirements have occupied the 
spotlight in the medical school 
curriculum. Ho pefully, the 
establishment of a new Depart-
ment of Family. Medicine at 
Jefferson will allow interested 
students the opportunity to 
identify with another discipline -
a family medici~e discipline in 
which a specialty board has been 
established and which in turn 
demands additional I)ost-
graduate training. 
Family Practice Can Be Fun 
"Family Practice can be fun. 
It oilers a continuous stream of 
prnblems related toa family unit. 
It offers the practitioner the 
opportunity to deal with the 
aspects of preventive medicine, 
of episodic and chronic illness. 
" Perhaps the Family 
Physician has done a poor job in 
the field of preventive medicine. 
Part of this stems from the fact 
that he has had ' inadequate 
training, and that it is not nearly 
as ego-satisfying as resolving a 
drama tic, episodic illness. 
Patient education, which is a 
lar ge part of preventive 
medicine , frequently takes 
considerable time and effort. The 
busy physician can ill afford 
this. " 
Patient Responsibility 
Regarding peer review, Dr. 
Brucker welcomes it but feels 
that " an important part of 
patient care evaluation has not 
been considered. namely. that of 
patient . responsibility. Without 
patient cooperation the delivery 
of any type of care in any setting 
can be poor. . The family 
physician must -~~~~mpt to stress 
patient respon~ibllity as being a 
very important ingredient in the 
delivery of care. By the same . 
token, the patient' s respon-
sibility, or lack of it, should ~e a 
factor considered in an audit of 
any patient care." 
population and. the mentally i~l 
should drastically reduce their 
intake of white sugar and drama-
tically increase their intake of 
vitamins and nutritious foods. 
This will greatly enhance the_ir . 
possibilities for good and ex-
cellent health. 
In a closing note Dr. Pauling 
challenged more psychiatrists to 
try his treatment, saying t~at the 
vitamins can do no harm, and can 
very likely do much good. 
Why not give it a chance, Dr. 
Pauling persists in asking. In-
deed, why not'? 
(Editor's Note: Megaviti\'lllin 
therapy for schizophrenia is a 
hotly debated issue. A look 
through. the literature will reveal 
ardent advocates for both sides of 
the dispute.) 
The following jourJ!al articles 
aFe recommended as an in-
troduction to the controversy: 
1. Osmond, H. and Hoffer, A.: 
Lancet 1: 316-319 (1962) . 
2. Saarma, J. amL Vasar, H.: 
Current Therap. Res. 12 (ll): 
729-733 (1970). 
3. BaJ,1, T .A.: Canad. Psych. 
Assoc. Journal, October, 41~-
431 (1971). 
4. Greenbau G.H.C.: Amer. 
J. Psychiat. 127 (l): 89-92 
(1970). 
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$pring Film Festival 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, 
APRIL 13th-14th 
" Five Easy Pices" starring 
Jack Nicholson, Karen Black, 
Susan au Spach. Award-winning 
movie nominated for best pic-
ture. ALSO: "Nite at the Opera" 
starring the Marx Brothers. Most 
successful film. 50¢. 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, 
APRIL 27-28th 
" Bogart Festival" -- " Big 
Sleen" and "Dead End. " . 
B..L / J Continued -UO from page 6) 
This season's starting 'line-up 
included: Denise Boyd, Betsy 
Dalton, * Patti Jones, Donna 
Raneri , Cecelia Ridgeway, * and 
Cheryl Steimer.* On the bench 
were: Debbie Boyle, Cathy 
Callaghan, Chris Coleman, * 
Loretta DiNardo, Kathy Glavey, 
Jane Husband ,Chris Gilmore, 
Ruth Keers , Peggy Malone,* 
Mary McGillin,* Janet Welsh,* 
and Mary Woltemate.* Connie 
Laboda* and Barb Willey* were 
this season's managers. 
The third annual . Greater 
Philadelphia Student Nurses ' 
Basketball Tournament was held 
in the Commons ' gym on 
February 14, 15, and 22. Bryn 
Mawr , H.U. P. , Lankenau , 
P. G. H. , Presby. , and T.J.U . 
teams vied for three trophies. In 
the final standings, T.J.U . was 
number one with Lankenau 
second and Bryn Mawr third. 
T.J.U. beat Lankenau 45-19 for 
first place and Bryn Mawr · beat 
H.U.P. for third. 
Our coach of 5 years, Mr. Sol 
Kaubin, is the same man this 
season but with a different name 
since his July, '72 marriage to the 
former Miss Brenda Kauffman. 
Kaubin is derived from the first · 
three letters of each of the 
couple's former surnames-Binik 
and Kauffman. This boost ( ?) for 
womens' liberation may have 
been a " first'' in this area-at any 
rate, the change was legalized 
and deemed important enough by 
Philadelphia reporters to merit 
articles in the newspapers ! 
Coach, will you be sending us a 




ff b Attention Sophomores , t Q J e Stev/ Glinka Seniors and Residents: A limited 
number of slots are available for 
The Charlie Byrd Trio per- you to participate in the CBX · 
formed in the Jefferson Com- (Computer Based Examination) 
mons on Tuesday evening, p:ojert. This project involves 
February 27th to an audience of · utilizing a computer terminal 
about 300. Since a large per- attached via telephone to a 
centage of the audience consisted computer facility at the 
of members of the Classical Massachusetts General Hospital. 
Guitar Society, apparently not Medical diagnostic problems are 
Jllany Jeffersonians were willing given. Additionally, participants 
'to spend 1-1/ 2 hours nor $1.00 to will take a set of mental abilities 
discover a great entertainer. tests designed to give insights 
Byrd was born in 1925 in relative to what intellectual skills 
Virginia and probably is best are associated with performance 
known as a jazz guitarist. on the diagnostic tests. For ad-
However, he is more than a jazz ditional information, please 
guitarist for his versatility has contact Miss Candy Baldwin, 829-
carried him into many other 8907 or 829-6669, Office of Medical 
fields of music. In 1947 he became Erl1 1c2tiun, Room 131, College 
seriously interested in classical Building. 
guitar, and after an audition with Byrd dem·o·n·s-tr·a·telllll!d~h_l!lllis·unique -
Andres Segovia., Byrd was in- brand of versatility , moving 
vited by that master to study with smoothly from bossa nova ( ''One 
him in Italv. Around 1956 Byrd· Note Samba," "Meditation" ) to 
became interested in adapting some of the latest rock releases 
the classical finger style to ("Evil Ways ," "Killing Me Softly 
playing jazz on unamplified With His Song.") Byrd ended his 
guitar. After Byrd's return from first of two sets with several 
a tour of South America in 1961 he classical guitar pieces on 
became the first and among the unamplified guitar. And , of 
foremost North American ex- course, there was jazz - Charlie 
ponents of " bossa nova." Byrd style - a rare treat for 
Last Tuesday, the 1973 Charlie Philadelphia. 
THE SCORN OF A LINGERING MIRAGE 
Namque tu solebas 
Meas esse aliquid 
Putare nugas . . . 
(Catullus) 
(Lauding GS -1972 and }Ill the many others) 
She, whose flamboyant eerie 
squirk as the unhelping flight, 
Could tear anon the agile mind 
unsucceedingly right, 
.As her's, so inagile, trudged to doom; 
- I thought last I broke her pride 
Once her falcon's reach . 
- Tipp'd the brimming pitcher .. . ! 
The downstate eaglet strumm'd 
black and blue shackles 
And local airs to Jeffersonians 
She would deride yet hum; 
Who really tore the Promethean glare 
Than she the nimbled digit 
Clipp'd as glib Herculean hand 
Must rest in her daunted doom! 
Kodwo J. Abaidoo (GS-72) 
FRIDAY, MARCH30, 1973 





£ASTERN OPTICAL INC. 
__:_OptidtUt~-
........ 
....... , ...... 
.. ,.., . ....,., 
S.L CQI. 10th~ otESTNUT 
Daily 9 to S: iO; Mon.& 
Wed. 9to9: Sot. 9to 5;)0 .liilA 7-1660 
""lriiltiH 
Cl•TY H 'ILL 
REST AU RANT & :DELI -
262 ·s. 10th ST. 
•You ·Get More Fo·r Less• 
WA 3•4289 
Fe S~rw You Tlae Bat Sad.ie .... la 7...,_ 
. M.EAL TICKETS-FOR STUDENTS 
HOT PLATT,ER SPECIALS DAILY 
OPEN 24 HRS. 
HAPPY APRIL FOOLS DAY 
CANS 6 FOR 
CONV.ENIENT SERVICE 
UNITY FOOD MARKET 
23,9 S. 10t.h ST. 
ACROSS FROM JEFF HALL 
UNIVERSITY HOUR SCHEDULE 
Spring Term 1973 
Solis-Cohen Auditorium 
Jefferson Alumni Hall 
Wednesdays 1:00-2:00 P.M . . 
April 4--.John Glenn--Merves Distinguished Lectu~e on_the Humanities . 
in Medicine~ Topic-America: Daring to meet the future. 
DR. WATSON'S PUB 
April 11--Dover . Baroque Ensemble. Presenti:lg a program of 
Renaissance Baroque and contemporary music. 
Ap:ril 18--Peter Levin, Assisstant District Attorney with Criminal 
Justice and Drug Abuse Unit. Tropic: Legal and Medical 'Aspects of 
Drug Abuse Problems in Philadelphia. 
April 25--Arthur B. Tarrow, M.D. Professor of A~esthesiology J:f-
ferson Medical College. Formerly Chief of Anesthesia U.S.A.F. Topic: 
Medical Aspects of Skylab and space flight. , 
Image cares about you and yOur hairs. 
T ake it from us hairs. We know Image really cares about the hairs 
they cut. To them it's a serious personal business. 
When they say, "We'll shape the hair on your head to match the 
image in your mind", they're not kidding. Because they know how 
important your hair is to you and your well-being. 
We're sure you'll be glad to know there is a place that treats you 
and your hair like good friends. 
In~age Unisex Hair Styling U17 Walnut Philadelphia 
. 928-1888 
BARRY-SANDROW INNKEEPER 
216 S. 11th STREET 
SANDWICHES LARGEST IN CENTER -clTY 
BIGGEST DRINKS IN CENTER CITY 
PIANO BAR IN EVENING , 
MODERATE PRICES COLD BEER TO GO 
GET YOUR ENGRAVED PERSONALIZED MUG 
TO PUJ OVER OUR BAR 
DROP IN FOR A. BIT OF CHEER!!!!! 
PEN SUNDAY TOO 
